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Once You Knew (detail). Alice Young. 15" x 40" x .5".
Acrylic ink on walnut. Text is from “Hieroglyphic Stairway” by Drew Dillinger, from Love Letter to the Milky
Way (White Cloud Press, 2011), used with author’s
permission. “Explorations of a Calligrapher,” page 3.
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Explorations of a Calligrapher
by Alice Young

Above, and at right: samples of my Gentle Gothics.
Top of page: Patterns of Diversity: A Meditation
in Black and Gold (detail). Part of the oneTree
2017 exhibition at the Robert Bateman Centre in
Victoria, BC. Acrylic ink on walnut.

My calligraphic journey began as an early teen, captivated
by ink while I was messing around with my brother’s drawing set. Soon after, armed with The Speedball Textbook,
I began my self-taught calligraphy explorations. Next was
an inspirational and intense one-week class with Sheila
Waters. A good
start, but soon after,
I became immersed
in my graphic design
education and career
— only occasionally
pulling out my calligWordmark
raphy pen. But the
for Tourism Tofino,
reflecting the area’s
lure of pen and ink
rugged
coast,
wind, and surf.
always remained,
and I was repeatedly
drawn back to it. My calligraphy path since has not been
linear: it intertwines, it bobs, and occasionally it wanders.
I rather enjoy it that way!
Commercial Work and Personal Work
I love working with letters, however they are formed. Calligraphy weaves into my career as a graphic designer, where
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It is clear now (Sappho). Pen and brush with gouache on paper. From Sappho, translated by Mary Barnard, University of California Press, 1958.
All artwork in this article is by Jacqueline Svaren; most works are shown with margins cropped.

Jacqueline Svaren

Teaching and Writing Letters
by Christine Colasurdo

This is an updated version of an article that originally appeared
in Letter Arts Review. With the republication of Jacqueline
Svaren’s Written Letters, I wanted to introduce Jaki to a new
generation of scribes. –John Neal

In 1973, Jacqueline “Jaki” Svaren was a full-time calligraphy
instructor at Portland Community College in Oregon and
a busy mother of four when she decided to write a calligraphy manual. It would be a manual, she thought, that would
enable her students to understand the history of Western
letterforms. And it would be written entirely by hand, in the
great tradition of scribes, with nary a piece of type. She set
about writing it – on weekends and late into the night some
weekdays – and two years later, Written Letters was published.
The handsome, red-covered manual quickly became one
of the most popular and widely distributed books among
American calligraphers.
The impetus to write Written Letters began after Svaren attended a workshop by Arnold Bank in Portland in the 1960s.
As Svaren recalled, “Arnold Bank started off the workshop

by saying, ‘Those of you who want to think of yourselves as
professional calligraphers should have at your fingertips at
least ten alphabets that you can do as quickly and masterfully
as Italic.’ At the time, most of the calligraphers in the room
couldn’t even name ten alphabets, let alone write them!”
So Svaren set out to help her students establish themselves
as working professionals, each with a portfolio full of historical letterforms. “After two terms in the beginning class,
students would see a different letterform every week,” she
explained. “That didn’t mean they became experts in each
hand; it just meant that at least they were familiar with the
marvelous varieties of letterforms available to them.” The
advanced course also allowed for a deeper exploration of
letterforms and a variety of media. The feat of gathering
together historical material for the class was no mean one,
and Svaren was soon frowned upon in the photocopying
office of the college. But the treasure trove of material she
gathered started to look like a book that needed to be written,
and soon enough, her advanced students started clamoring
for one.
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CHRIS WRIGHT
Letters with Purpose

Chris Wright first ventured into the world of hand lettering in
2013. He was inspired by the works others had shared on social
media and decided to give it a try. He started drawing letters each
day, and it became a personal project to design a favorite verse
from the Bible every week, both as an exercise of faith and to
create artwork for the bare walls in his and his wife’s first home.
Through daily practice, his skills developed, and after others
locally expressed interest in his designs, he began sharing these
projects online. He soon started offering them as free wallpaper
downloads for digital devices, unsure if people who did
not know him personally would even want
them. They did.
He had found his niche and
quickly accumulated many
followers online, who
would eagerly await his
next creation. He started
offering prints of his handlettered verses, calling his
online shop Hand Lettering
Co. As the business grew, his
wife, Carly, and his growing family
were part of the team.
While the final digital image for each
of Chris’s works is done on the computer, they all start with paper, with the
letters and design elements sketched in
pencil by hand and inked with marking pens. His work is almost exclusively
Bible verses, and some of his work
helps illustrate the She Reads Truth
Bible, which features contemporary
Scripture-based art. He also letters
the occasional song lyric or quotes,
usually based in Scripture as well.
In 2016, he left his design job
and started working full-time on
Shown on this spread are some of
Chris Wright’s numerous handlettered Bible verses. More can be
seen at ScriptureType.com and on
instagram @scripture_type. His
design for our yon jou la jou shirt is
shown on the opposite page and above.
The mountains in the background are
representative of Haiti, “the land of
mountains,” and are a reminder of the
metaphorical mountains that have to
be conquered to get to our “one day.”

by Dano Keeney

the business, which is now known as Scripture Type. Chris’s
letter designs are offered in many forms, on paper, wood, and
leather. And yes, the website still offers free downloads.
Yon Jou La Jou / One Day Will Be the Day
My wife, Jen, and I are a year into the process of adopting a child
from Haiti. I have done mission work in Haiti, and while it is a
country of much poverty, it is a vibrant place filled with inspiring
people. (It is also a place where handmade letters abound – sign
painting is still very much an occupation. See
“Kaligrafi in Haiti,” Bound & Lettered, Issue
13.3.) From my time there, I have developed a deep connection with
the country and its people.
Through the long and difficult journey of adopting
from a foreign country, Jen
and I have found solace in
the Creole phrase yon jou la
jou – one day will be the day.
That message on a t-shirt is now
part of our fundraising to help cover
the adoption expenses. It’s a message
of hope that anyone can relate to. We
all have our “one day” goals, whether
it is acquiring a new skill, traveling the
world, or the completion of a five-yearlong adoption process. As the graphic
designer for a magazine about hand
lettering, I couldn’t bear the idea of using a generic font for our shirts. When
I came across Scripture Type online, I
was immediately drawn to Chris’s work.
I began dreaming about how
awesome it would be to have his
lettering on our adoption shirts,
and I decided to reach out to
Chris through his website,
asking if he would consider
partnering with us to create a
design. Chris responded quickly
and said that he and Carly had
always had a heart for adoption,
and he mentioned that they
too hoped to adopt – one day.
We are so thankful he agreed
to do the design for our shirts,
which can be purchased at
bonfire.com/oneday. •
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Second genizah book. Front opening.
Fully open, it stretches to about 22".
All the books in my genizah series
have the same main structure.

A Series of

Genizah Books
by Anita Bigelow

Dara Horn’s novel A Guide for the Perplexed introduced me
to the term genizah (sometimes spelled geniza). A genizah,
“hidden” or “hiding place” in Hebrew, is a synagogue’s
storage area for religious articles, mostly books and papers
bearing the name of God that are too worn out for use but
too sacred to be simply discarded. The objects are placed in
the genizah, which could be in a basement or attic or even
within hollow walls, pending burial in a cemetery. Often
the genizah’s only access is a small window or hatchway
through which objects are haphazardly flung, leading to the
completely chaotic jumble of the genizah’s contents. Heretical or religiously dangerous and corrupting items also get
tossed in the genizah – to keep them from doing harm. The
Prague Golem, legendary bogeyman made from Moldau
River mud, is said to await reactivation in the attic genizah
of Prague’s Old New Synagogue.
Apart from a hatch and inner disorder, another characteristic of a genizah is the opportunity it gives to forget what it
contains or that it even exists. Horn weaves into her novel
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Second genizah book. Front cover. 8.25" x 8.5" x .75", closed.

In this photo, the Bister powders are in the back; the small containers of mixed, full-strength ink in the middle; and ceramic palettes in front.
I use the palettes when I want to dilute the Bister ink. The wells are deep enough for pens to dip, and they also work with brush-loading.
When the ink in the palettes dries, it can be rehydrated with water. I was working with all eight colors, so I put a small amount of each fullstrength color into a well and added water with a pipette to dilute. I test as I’m diluting, until I reach the desired shade. My test sample is
in front. Always test inks on the same paper you plan to use for the project, because the results can vary on different papers. I’ve been using
Arches Text Wove for my Bister Ink tests, and I like how they get along.

Taking Bister Inks for a Testby Carol
Write
DuBosch
Amity Parks introduced these inks to the calligraphic community, and her Bound & Lettered article/artwork can be found
at johnnealbooks.com/bl-online. We recently sent a set of these
powdered inks to Carol DuBosch, a frequent B&L contributor,
and the results of her work/play with the inks are shown here.

I

’m enjoying the Bister inks. There are so many delightful
surprises hidden in these subtle, muted tones. They come
as a powder and are easy to mix with room-temperature
water (I use distilled). I like to make the ink in small con-

tainers with secure lids. I make the ink very dark, as it can
be quickly diluted for lighter shades. The mixed colors can
then sit on a shelf, ready to use.
I appreciate how well these inks fade out as you add water,
and I like how the colors really glow when they are diluted
quite a bit. I love the mid-value shades as well as the very
palest, which was a complete surprise to me, since I usually
like color to be fairly saturated. You can find a lightfastness
test report in the previous issue (16.2) of Bound & Lettered;
only the black faded a little.
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FOX & QUILLS INKS
Fox & Quills is a small company that brews small-batch inks of two kinds. Some are pure gall inks with some added pigment –
their Beetle Juice, Iron Throne. Others are a mix of iron gall (15-20%) and pigmented inks (85-80%) – their Peacock, Balsamic
Red. I sent samples of four inks to two scribes, Suzanne Cunningham and Rebecca Orr. Suzanne tested them with a pointed
nib, and Rebecca used a broad-edged nib. Their comments and tests are below. –John Neal

Suzanne Cunningham. Fox & Quills ink test-sheet written with a Hunt 101
nib on Borden & Riley Cotton Comp paper.

Rebecca Orr. Fox & Quills ink test-sheet written with a Speedball C-4 nib
on 140lb Arches HP watercolor paper.

Suzanne Cunningham: All four of the Fox & Quills inks write
Rebecca Orr: I tested these inks using a Speedball C-4 nib and
incredibly well. I tested them using Gillott 404 and Hunt 22 and
love them all. Because all of these inks are the consistency of
101 nibs on Borden & Riley Cotton Comp, Strathmore Writing
water (like Pelikan 4001 fountain pen ink), I had to be careful
paper, and both hot-pressed (HP) and cold-pressed (CP) waternot to overload the nib. I tested on the following papers: Stonecolor papers. Hairlines were very fine,
henge, 140lb Arches HP waterwhich is always the goal. Each of the
color, and Arches Text Wove.
inks flowed really well off the nib,
All of the inks did very well
and they seemed to last quite a while
on all of the papers, no bleeding
before the ink ran out and railroaded.
whatsoever. What was interesting
None were overly corrosive (not any
to see was the color difference
more than other iron gall inks).
between the papers.
As far as the individual colors
On Stonehenge, the Peacock
go, Beetle Juice and Balsamic Red
and Balsamic Red inks were
started out almost identical. The
much brighter in color, which
hairlines on the Balsamic Red were
was not a surprising result knowslightly more reddish, and the Beetle
ing that these two inks are not
Juice seemed a little more purplefully 100% iron gall inks, and
ish; the shades (thick strokes) were
Stonehenge was the whitest paper
very close in color. But the Beetle
of the three.
The Fox & Quills bottles, with individually designed labels for
Juice darkened with a little time
I really liked the brown-red hue
each ink, are as special as their inks.
and became a very dark purple. The
of the Balsamic Red ink. Both
Peacock is such a beautiful color – just the right mix of blue and
the Beetle Juice and Iron Throne inks (both true iron gall inks)
green; the hairlines are slightly more vibrant than the shades. Iron oxidized fairly quickly, and they are almost 100% black on all
Throne is probably my favorite – such a gorgeous color of navy,
the papers, though they have slight undertones of red (Beetle
but with slightly black undertones. It’s very classic, but with a twist. Juice) and blue (Iron Throne).
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